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Multiparticle quantum interference is critical for our understanding and exploitation of quantum
information, and for fundamental tests of quantum mechanics. A remarkable example of multi-partite
correlations is exhibited by the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state. In a GHZ state, three particles
are correlated while no pairwise correlation is found. The manifestation of these strong correlations in an
interferometric setting has been studied theoretically since 1990 but no three-photon GHZ interferometer
has been realized experimentally. Here we demonstrate three-photon interference that does not originate
from two-photon or single photon interference. We observe phase-dependent variation of three-photon
coincidences with ð92.7� 4.6Þ% visibility in a generalized Franson interferometer using energy-time
entangled photon triplets. The demonstration of these strong correlations in an interferometric setting
provides new avenues for multiphoton interferometry, fundamental tests of quantum mechanics, and
quantum information applications in higher dimensions.
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In 1989, Franson [1] considered a light source that emits
two photons simultaneously but at an unknown absolute time.
These photon pairs, when sent through identical, but inde-
pendent, unbalanced interferometers, display interference
in the twofold coincidence rate, but not in the independent
single detection rates [2]. This is the simplestmanifestation of
what we call genuine interference: certain multipartite
entangled quantum states display correlations in the highest
order with interference that cannot be explained by lower-
order interference [3–5]. The Franson interferometer is
representative of a class of two-particle interferometers that
convert continuous-variable entanglement into two-valued
observables via the two output ports of an interferometer [6].
Accordingly, with three independent interferometers, three
continuously entangled photons can show genuine interfer-
ence aswell. This is knownas theGHZ interferometer [4,7–9]
and is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). However, multi-
photon entanglement experiments are considered less
challenging when using polarization [10] and only
Mermin’s “three-spin gadget” [11] has been realized
[12] rather than the three-photon GHZ interferometer.
Such an interferometer differs from previously realized
NOON-type interferometers, where the photons are
manipulated together in a single interferometer to show
superresolution effects with, in general, nonzero lower-
order interference [3,9,13,14].
Energy-time entangled photon triplets can be described by

a continuous superposition of triplet creation times [9],

jΨitriplet ¼
Z

dta†1ðtÞa†2ðtÞa†3ðtÞj0i: ð1Þ

We let each photon individually propagate through an
unbalanced interferometer with a time difference τ¼3.7ns
between the short and long arm, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
creation operators in Eq. (1) can be expressed in terms of the
detection modes An and Bn (n ¼ 1, 2, 3) as

a†nðtÞ ¼ 1

2
½A†

nðtÞ þ iB†
nðtÞ� − eiφn

2
½A†

nðtþ τÞ þ iB†
nðtþ τÞ�:

ð2Þ

The detection modes correspond to the complementary inter-
ferometer output modes and thus partition the eight possible
detector combinations into even or odd parity sets

AAA ¼ fA1A2A3; A1B2B3; B1A2B3; B1B2A3g;
BBB ¼ fB1B2B3; B1A2A3; A1B2A3; A1A2B3g: ð3Þ

Using detectors with ∼1 ns time resolution, sufficiently
shorter than the interferometer path difference, we can detect
three photons simultaneously, selecting, for example, for
A1A2A3 coincidences, the output state [9]
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From these we obtain the three-photon coincidence proba-
bilities for the AAA (−) and BBB (þ) combinations

P3 ¼
1

2
½1� cosðφ1 þ φ2 þ φ3Þ�: ð5Þ

Thus, the three-photon coincidence rate depends on the sum
of the interferometer phases. Moreover, one can also show
that the single photon and two-photon coincidence rates are
constant by calculating the marginal probabilities [8]. This
result corresponds to the third photon carrying time informa-
tion about the other two photons and “tracing it out”will erase
any interference between the pair.
The main experimental challenge in observing higher-

order interference is posed by the low generation effi-
ciency of multipartite entangled states. The count rate in
our experiment is critical since losses in the interferom-
eters scale with the number of photons and only one-
quarter of the transmitted photon triplets contribute to the
interference term, as is evident from Fig. 1(b). Among the
alternatives for the direct generation of photon triplets are
χð3Þ interaction in optical fibers [15], sum-frequency
generation of energy-time entangled photon pairs [16],
and cascaded spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(CSPDC) [17]. We employ a newly designedCSPDCsource
that produces photon triplets at a high rate in a state that
approximates the triplet state in Eq. (1). Given that the
404 nm pump coherence length is much longer than the
interferometer path difference, the emitted photon triplet
will display interference in the threefold coincidences shown
in Eq. (5). The full experimental setup that we use to achieve
sufficiently low losses to compile robust measurement
statistics is shown in Fig. 2. Additional details, including

spectra of photon triplets can be found in Secs. I and III
of Ref. [18].
We first record photon events for 12 phase settings of the

1570 nm photons by changing the angles of the glass phase
plate in the 1570 nm long arm. Measuring for 2 h per angle,
over 24 h we detect 4648 triplets within a coarse 20 ns
coincidence window. The histogram in Fig. 1(b) shows the
distribution of arrival times with seven peaks that reflect the
eight possible path combinations. With a bin size of 0.78 ns
in both dimensions, we have 309 triplets in the central
bin and an average of 137 triplets in each of the six
highest side bins. The triplets in the central bin are shown as
a function of the 1570 nm phase in Fig. 3(a) and fits
of Eq. (5) yield visibilities VAAA ¼ð92.8�6.6Þ% and
VBBB ¼ ð92.7� 6.4Þ%. This gives an average visibility
of ð92.7� 4.6Þ% without background subtraction (the
visibility estimation procedure is discussed in Sec. IV of
Ref. [18]), which is above the classical visibility bound of
50% for genuine three-photon interference [20,21].
As shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the two-photon

coincidences and single count rates from the same data
set display only small drifts in count rates over the course
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FIG. 1. Three-photon Franson interferometer. (a) Each of three
energy-time entangled photons (at wavelengths 842, 1530, and
1570 nm) travels through an unbalanced interferometer with a
path difference τ between the short (S) and long (L) paths. (b) The
measured arrival time difference histogram with a bin size of
0.78 ns and peak separation of τ ¼ 3.7 ns displays seven narrow
peaks corresponding to the eight possible path combinations
S1S2S3, L1S2S3, S1L2S3, S1S2L3, L1L2S3, L1S2L3, S1L2L3, and
L1L2L3. When all three photons take either the short or the long
path the relative arrival time is the same, so the S1S2S3, and
L1L2L3 events overlap, forming the central peak. This overlap is
a coherent superposition, leading to a three-photon coincidence
rate that depends on the phases φn (n ¼ 1, 2, 3).
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the observation of genuine
three-photon interference. A continuous-wave grating-stabilized
laser diode (404 nm, 43 mW, >25 m coherence length) pumps a
25 mm periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP)
crystal to generate pairs of 842=776 nm photons in type-II down-
conversion, which are split at a polarizing beam splitter (PBS).
The 776 nm photons pump a periodically poled lithium niobate
(PPLN) waveguide to generate 1530=1570 nm photon pairs in
type-0 down-conversion. These infrared photons are split in free-
space by a dichroic mirror (DM) before entering the three-photon
Franson interferometer, which is realized as three spatial modes
of a single interferometer with a path difference τ ¼ 3.7 ns.
Photon phase control is achieved with motorized glass plates. At
the two output ports A and B, the 842 and 1530=1570 nm
photons are detected with free-running silicon avalanche photo-
diodes (Si-APD) and superconducting nanowire single photon
detectors (SNSPD), respectively, and their arrival time is regis-
tered with a time tagger system. All fibers (yellow) are single-
mode fibers at respective wavelengths. A few pump photons are
picked off and sent through another interferometer path (S—not
drawn) for interferometer stabilization (see Sec. I of Ref. [18]).
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of the experiment but no systematic, complementary
modulation. We observe no two-photon Franson interfer-
ence of 1530=1570 nm photons because the coherence
length of the 776 nm photons as a pump for the second
SPDC process is much smaller than the interferometer path
difference (the spectra can be found in Sec. III of Ref. [18]).
Variations in the two-photon coincidences can be due to
fluctuations in the mean SNSPD dark count rate, which
affects the observed threefold coincidences. For example,
comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) at the fifth (≈π=2) and ninth
(≈3π=2) data point we see that the higher threefold

coincidences agree with an isolated increase in twofold
coincidences. Note that whereas the infrared singles are
dominated by dark counts, the ratio of signal to dark counts
per second in the Si-APDs is ∼105 and therefore any
modulation present in the 842 nm single counts would be
clearly visible.
In a second measurement, we scan the phase of 1530 nm

photons. Figure 4(a) shows the result of a scan in which the
1530 nm glass phase plate is pretilted so that two fringes are
observed over 2.2 degrees. The three-photon interference
average visibility is ð84.6� 6.3Þ% [VAAA ¼ ð77.9� 7.9Þ%
and VBBB¼ð91.4�9.9Þ%] without background subtraction.
The visibility difference between AAA and BBB curves is
consistent with statistical errors that we observe when
generating Monte Carlo data sets for visibility error
estimation. The phase of 842 nm photons is scanned in a
third measurement. Given that the wavelength is about
half the other photon’s wavelengths and the glass plates
have identical thicknesses, we expect a full three-photon
interference fringe over half the 1570 nm scan range. Indeed,
as Fig. 4(b) shows, we observe a fringe with ð84.6� 4.1Þ%
average visibility (VAAA ¼ ð82.9� 6.4Þ% and VBBB ¼
ð86.3� 5.2Þ%) without background subtraction. As for
the 1570 nm phase scan, the two-photon coincidences
and single detection rates show no modulation for both
the 1530 and 842 nm phase scans. In a last series of
measurements, we block individual or all interferometer

FIG. 3. Three-photon coincidences, two-photon coincidences,
and single photon counts in our three-photon Franson interferom-
eter. The measured three-photon coincidences (a) show clear
signature of interference with an average visibility of ð92.7�
4.6Þ%without background subtraction. The error bars are approxi-
mated by Poissonian count errors. No systematic modulation is
visible in the measured (b) two-photon coincidences that can lead
to a triplet in the histogram Fig. 1(b) and (c) single detection rates.
The letters in the legend of the twofold coincidences indicate the set
of detector combinations. For example, 1530=1570 AA is the sum
of 1530=1570 coincidences in detector combinations A2A3 and
B2B3. The shown single detection rates for the 1530=1570 nm
photons are dominated by dark counts of the SNSPDs, while the
842 nm dark counts (Si-APDs, ∼2400 per sec) are negligible.

FIG. 4. The phase scan for (a) 1530 and (b) 842 nm photons
of photon triplets provide further evidence for genuine three-
photon interference, yielding average interference visibilities of
ð84.6� 6.3Þ% and ð84.6� 4.1Þ%, respectively.
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paths and record photon events. As expected, the three-
photon coincidences are no longer phase-sensitive, demon-
strating that the modulation with all interferometer paths
open is due to interference (a detailed discussion is given in
Sec. V of Ref. [18]).
We have experimentally shown that genuine three-

photon interference is accessible with energy-time
entangled photon triplets. Such states and the new quantum
interference phenomena they exhibit suggest several inter-
esting directions for future research. Using a pulsed pump,
our experimental apparatus should be able to generate and
analyze three-photon time-bin states [22] for direct imple-
mentations of quantum communication protocols [23]. Our
setup could be converted to perform NOON-style interfer-
ometry with applications in phase superresolution and
supersensitivity [9]. Furthermore, this system could be
used for fundamental questions of nonlocality [24] in tests
of both Mermin [25] and Svetlichny inequalities [26], more
detailed study on the three-photon joint-spectral function
[27], and enable the realization and study of genuine
tripartite hyperentanglement [28].
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Note added in proof.—We recently became aware of a
different approach to study genuine three-photon interfer-
ence using three independent photons [29].
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